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Product Overview
International trade is a fundamental aspect of the economy that plays a crucial 

role in improving the well-being of individuals and the progress of countries. It 

allows nations to expand their markets, access goods and services not available 

domestically, and increase market competition, resulting in lower prices for 

consumers. Information technology is essential in monitoring and controlling 

systems in international trade, providing a solid infrastructure and tools to 

effectively manage the process. Tahaluf has developed a comprehensive solution, 

VAMA, which simplifies the process of importing and exporting goods across 

borders. VAMA allows businesses and individuals to submit required 

documentation, pay fees, and track shipments electronically. It streamlines the 

customs process, reducing paperwork and bureaucracy, allowing businesses to 

focus on their core operations. Overall, VAMA is a valuable resource for 

businesses looking to efficiently manage international trade.
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Vision & Mission

Mission
Our mission is to empower businesses and 

government officials by providing innovative 

and efficient solutions for customs 

management. 

Vision
Our vision is to be the global leader in customs 

management technology, delivering 

cutting-edge solutions that drive efficiency 

and compliance for businesses and 

government agencies. 
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Business Value

Streamlined customs
clearance process
The platform streamlines and automates 

the customs clearance process, making it 

faster and more efficient for businesses to 

move their goods across borders

Increased accuracy
The platform provides businesses with 

real-time information and alerts on 

customs regulations, helping them to 

ensure compliance and avoid costly 

penalties
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Reduced- costs
By automating the customs clearance 

process, the platform helps businesses to 

reduce labour costs and improve their 

bottom line



Business Value
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Improved supply 
chain visibility
The platform provides businesses with 

real-time tracking and visibility of their 

shipments, helping them to better manage 

their supply chain and make more informed 

decisions

Comprehensive Risk 
Management
increase the likelihood of complete all 

customs processes by being able to 

manage threats and adverse situations
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Target Clients
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Traders

Freight
Forwarder

Air Transport

Rail Transport

Customs
Broker

Freezone

Terminal
Operators

Customs
Authorities

Ocean Transport



Technologies Used
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For frontend applications

For backend applications

For the Message Broker

For the Supported Providers

VAMA Platform is distinguished from any other Customs Clearance solution by the 

dynamic and flexible workflow that empowers users. It is a user-centric solution with 

several modules and products that provides flexibility in addressing the business needs of 

any customs authority or other customs agency. Users don’t have to follow an A-to-Z list of 

procedures to run the system, as Vama Platform allows users to build their own 

harmonized system structure, workflows and processes according to what fits with their 

specific requirements, internal rules, and country legislation. With that in mind, all 

requested tasks can be executed via Vama Platforms modules in accordance with the legal 

systems the users build their processes upon and integrate the systems with. 

Considerations To Keep in Mind When Working With Vama Platform:
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How It Works
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Advanced technology
The platform uses advanced technology such as Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning to automate and streamline 

the customs clearance process, making it more efficient and 

accurate.

The platform can be customized to meet the specific needs of 

different businesses, ensuring that it is tailored to their unique 

requirements

HS Code management provides a comprehensive features that 

allow the officers to build the structure of the HS Code without 

any limitation against the HS Code length, dynamic creation of 

agreements, protections, duty rates, taxes and dumping per HS 

Codes, ability to manage HS Code versions and schedule 

publishing the approved HS Codes

One of Tahaluf products main features is to adopt an effective risk 

management system, in addition to improving decision making, 

efficiency, reputation, financial stability, and compliance, an 

effective risk management system can help companies identify 

and address potential risks

01

Customizable to business needs02

Dynamic Harmonized System Database03

Effective Risk Management04
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Product Features
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Customs Declaration
Customs Declaration Management module using a dynamic workflow, setups to help the 

officers, inspectors to automate the Lifecyle of all customs declarations, various actions 

can be configured dynamically based on the regime types with the ability to view the 

custom declaration in a clean, simple UI/UX

Inspection Management
Inspection Management helps the inspectors to identify the customs declarations that 

might need inspection, investigation by dynamically configure their inputs as inspectors, 

inspection management supports tasks management to assign the inspection tasks 

randomly based on existing algorithms such as round robin, and dynamic configurations

Harmonized System Database
HS Code management provides a comprehensive features that allow the officers to build 

the structure of the HS Code without any limitation against the HS Code length, dynamic 

creation of agreements, protections, duty rates, taxes and dumping per HS Codes, ability 

to manage HS Code versions and schedule publishing the approved HS Codes

Effective Risk Management
One of Tahaluf products main features is to adopt an effective risk management system, 

in addition to improving decision making, efficiency, reputation, financial stability, and 

compliance, an effective risk management system can help companies identify and 

address potential risks



Value Proposition
Vama Customs Clearance offers businesses a %99.5 success rate for customs clearance, 

reducing the average clearance time by %40. Our experienced team and advanced 

technology ensure compliance with customs regulations, saving businesses an average of 

%20 on clearance costs. Trust Vama Customs Clearance to streamline your import and 

export process, allowing you to focus on your core operations and growth.

Value Proposition
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Vama Products

Vama Single Window is an online customs declaration

platform designed for traders and customs brokers.

01Vama Single Window
Declaration

02

Vama Single Window Mobile App is a mobile 

application designed for traders and customs brokers 

to facilitate the registration and application process for 

customs declarations.

03Vama CMP – Trader 
Mobile App

Vama Customs Management Platform Declaration is a 

tool designed for Port Officers to streamline the 

customs declaration process.

Vama CMP 
Declaration
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Vama Products

04

Vama Customs Management Platform Inspector 

Mobile App is a powerful tool designed for Inspectors 

to validate customs declarations while on the go. The 

app allows Inspectors to access all the features of the 

Vama Customs Management Platform Inspection.

06Vama CMP
Inspector Mobile App

05Vama Customs Management Platform AEO is a 

platform designed to simplify the process of obtaining 

and issuing certificates for foreign companies. It offers 

dynamic workflows and dynamic questionnaires to 

streamline the process of customs clearance for 

Authorized Economic Operators (AEOs).

Vama CMP AEO
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Vama Customs Management Platform Declaration is a 

tool designed for Port Officers to streamline the 

customs declaration process.

Vama CMP
Harmonized System
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Vama Products

Vama Customs Management Platform Inspection is a 

powerful tool designed for Inspectors to validate 

customs declarations.

07Vama CMP
Inspection, Post Clearance

Vama Single Window Financial Declaration, also 

known as Cash Declaration, is a platform designed for 

individuals to apply for customs declarations online.

09Vama SW
Financial Declarations

08
Vama Customs Management Platform Customs 

Valuation is a tool designed to assist with the accurate 

and efficient determination of the value of goods for 

customs purposes.

Vama CMP
Customs Valuation


